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概要

This paper proposes an open problem on affineness of a topology definable 

in a (locally) o-minimal structure. It also introduces a partial solution in the 

o-minimal case by Peterzil and Rosel and announces our partial result in the 

case in which the structure is uniformly locally o-minimal of the second kind. 

They give solutions when definable topological spaces are of dimension one and 

bounded. 

1 Introduction 

0-minimal structures and their relatives are one of the central themes in the studies 

of model theory. Roughly speaking, when we consider a model-theoretic structure, 

we fix a set M and a family of subsets of the Cartesian products of M closed under 

several basic operations such as Boolean algebra of sets and projection image. A 

subset in the family is called a definable set. We concentrate on the case in which M 

has a dense linear order without endpoints< and the set {(x,y) E M2 Ix< y} is 

definable. Under this condition, a structure is a-minimal if each definable subset of 

M is a finite union of points and open intervals. We call that the structure is locally 

a-minimal if each definable subset of M is locally a finite union of points and open 

intervals. The above explanations on o-minimality and local o-minimality are not 
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precise. See the definitions of a-minimality and local o-minimality in Section 2. 

A lot of works on a-minimality have been done since 1980's. We do not review them 

here. Local a-minimality is relatively a new comer, and it was proposed in the last of 

2000's [21]. Basic properties of definably complete locally a-minimal structures have 

been investigated in [6, 7, 8, 9, 11, 14] since 2010's. 

The main topic of this paper is definable topology. We first recall its definition. 

Definition 1.1. Consider an expansion of a dense linear order without endpoints 

and a definable set X. A topology T on X is definable when T has a basis of the 

form {By~ X}yEY, where LJyEY{y} x By is definable. We call the family {B』yEY

a definable basis of T. The pair (X, T) of a definable set and a definable topology on 

it is called a definable topological space. 

Since X is a subset of a Cartesian product M叫Xhas the topology induced from the 

product topology of M匹 Itis definable and called the affine topology. The notation 

Taf denotes the affine topology. 

To the best of the authors'knowledge, a few studies have been done on definable 

topology. However, the following problem is a main theme of these studies. 

Open problem 1.2. Find a necessary and sufficient condition for a definable topology 

to be affine. 

A definable topological space is affine if it is definably homeomorphic to a definable 

set with the affine topology. 

Metric spaces with metrics definable in o-minimal structures have been investigated 

in [19, 22, 23]. (Vallette considered another type of problem different from the open 

problem.) Topology definable in an o-minimal structure was already studied in [17] 

when the definable set X is of dimension one. Gurrero et al. studied directed sets 

definable in o-minimal structures and, as an application, they found necessary and 

sufficient conditions for definable topologies to be definably compact [12]. No studies 

have been done for the case in which X is of dimension greater than one. We could 

not find studies on topologies definable in a locally o-minimal structure, neither. 

The authors get a partial result on the open problem when the structure is locally 

o-minimal and X is of dimension one [10]. This paper announces our result. 
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2 On o-minimality and local o-minimality 

The definition of a structure given here is slightly different from the original def-

inition in model theory. A reader who has interest in model theory should consult 

textbooks such as [1, 13, 15, 18, 20]. 

The notation N denotes the set of positive integers. In this paper, a structure is 

a pair M = (M,6＝阿｝nEN)of a set M and the collection 6 of families 6n of 

subsets of Mn satisfying the following conditions: 

(i) The empty set and Mn are members of 6n for all n EN. The set {(x,y) E 

M2 Ix= y} is also a member of釣．

(ii) The families 6n are closed under the boolean algebra for all n E N. 

(iii) The Cartesian product S1 xふ belongsto 6m+n if S1 and S2 are members of 

6m and 6n, respectively. 

(iv) Let 7f : Mn→Mm  be a coordinate projection and let X be a member of釘

Then, the projection image 1r(X) belongs to芦

(v) Let a be a permutation of {1,..., n }. We define the map万： Mn→Mnby 

叫 1,...,Xn) = (xa(l),..., Xa(n))-We have叫(X)E 6n if XE釘

When a structure M is given, the set M is called the universe or the underlying set of 

the structure M. Members in 6n are called definable sets. Let X and Y be definable 

sets. A map f : X→Y is called definable if its graph is a definable set. 

We sometimes need to consider the family of structures such that some sets other 

than those given in (i) are definable. When M is a densely linearly ordered set with 

the order<, a structure M = (M, 6) is called an expansion of the dense linear order 

if the set { (x, y) I x < y} is definable. When (M, •) is a group, a structure M with the 

universe M is called an expansion of the group if the set { (x, y, z) E M3 I x • y = z} 

is definable. We define an expansion of an ordered group, an expansion of an ordered 

field and so on in the same manner. 

An a-minimal structure M = (M, 6) is an expansion of a dense linear order without 

endpoints such that 

(vi) any definable subset of Mis a finite union of points and open intervals. 
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Readers who are interested in o-minimal structures should consult van den Dries's 

book [3] and Coste's book [2]. The paper [4] is also recommended. 

Many structures relaxing the condition (vi) are proposed and investigated. We 

focus on locally o-minimal structures［叫 Alocally o-minimal structure is defined 

by localizing the condition (vi). A locally a-minimal structure is an expansion of a 

dense linear order without endpoints satisfying the following condition: 

(vi)'Let X be a definable subset of M. For any x EM, there exists an open interval 

J containing the point x such that X n J is a finite union of points and open 

intervals. 

We consider an expansion M = (M, 6) of a dense linear order without endpoints. 

It is definably complete if every definable subset of M has both a supremum and an 

infimum in MU｛土oo}[16]. A definably complete expansion of an ordered group 

is divisible and abelian [16, Proposition 2.2]. An o-minimal structure is inevitably 

definably complete, but a locally a-minimal structure is not necessarily definably 

complete. Recent studies on local o-minimality often assume definable completeness 

such as [6, 8, 9, 11]. 

Here, we give a definition of dimension. 

Definition 2.1 (Dimension of a definable set). Let M = (M, 6＝阿｝nEN)be an 

expansion of dense linear order. We assume that M0 is a singleton with the trivial 

topology. 

• A definable set X C Mn is of dim(X)：：：： m if there exists a coordinate projection 

7r: Mn→Mm such that 1r(X) has a non-empty interior. 

• The empty set is defined to be of dimension -oo. 

Definably complete locally o-minimal structures enjoy tame dimension theory. See 

[9, 11] for details. 

When the structure in consideration is o-minimal, each definable set is partitioned 

into good-shaped definable sets called cells. This fact is very useful in studying o-

minimal structures including the study of topology definable in o-minimal structures. 

However, localized version of cell decomposition is not necessarily available in defin-

ably complete locally o-minimal structure. A weaker version of decomposition called 
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decomposition into quasi-special submanifolds is only available as demonstrated in 

[9]. The first author demonstrated that a definably complete locally o-minimal struc-

ture admits local definable cell decomposition if and only if it is uniformly locally 

o-minimal of the second kind defined below [7]. 

Definition 2.2. A locally o-minimal structure with the universe M is a uniformly 

locally a-minimal structure of the second kind if, for any positive integer n, any de-

finable set X C Mn+l, a E M  and b E M凡thereexist an open interval I containing 

the point a and an open box B containing b such that the definable sets Xy n I are 

finite unions of points and open intervals for all y E B, where Xy denotes the fiber 

{x EM  I (x, y) EX}. 

3 0-minimal case 

The purpose of this paper is to introduce Open problem 1.2 and partial results on 

the problem. As we pointed out in Section 1, we do not have a solution of the problem 

except one-dimensional case even when the structure is o-minimal. The following is 

due to Peterzil and Rosel: 

Theorem 3.1 ([17, Main theorem]). Let M = (M, 6) be an a-minimal expansion of 

an ordered group. Assume that arbitrary two closed bounded intervals are definably 

homeomorphic. Let X こMnbe a definable bounded set with dimX = 1, and let T be 

a definable Hausdorff topology on X. Then the following are equivalent: 

(1) (X, T) is definably homeomorphic to a definable subset of Mk for some k, with 

its affine topology. 

(2) There is a finite set GこX such that every T-open subset of X ¥ G is open with 

respect to the affine topology on X ¥ G. 

(3) Every definable subset of X has finitely many definably connected components, 

with respect to T. 

(4) T is regular and X has finitely many definably connected components with re-

spect to T. 

The assumption that arbitrary two closed bounded intervals are definably homeo-
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morphic is not found in the original paper [17], but this assumption is used in the 

proof implicitly. The assumption that X is bounded could be omitted when there 

exists a definable bijection between a bounded interval and an unbounded interval. 

The structure not satisfying the above condition is investigated in [5]. It is called a 

semi-bounded o-minimal structure. Theorem 3.1 is not true ifwe drop the assumption 

that X is bounded as in the example in [17, Section 4.3]. In the non-bounded case, 

the authors have demonstrated the following proposition: 

p roposition 3.2. Let M = (M, 6) be a semi-bounded a-minimal expansion of an 

ordered group. Assume that arbitrary two closed bounded intervals are definably home-

omorphic. Let X t:;; Mn be a definable set with dim X = 1, and let T be a definable 

Hausdorff topology on X. Then the following are equivalent: 

(1) (X, T) is definably homeomorphic to a definable subset of Mk for some k, with 

its affine topology. 

(2) There is a finite set G t:;; X such that the restriction of T to X ¥ G coincides 

with the affine topology on X ¥ G. 

Let X be a set definable in an o-minimal structure and of dimension one. If we 

take a large closed box C, the set X ¥ C is of very simple form. We demonstrated 

Proposition 3.2 using Theorem 3.1 and this fact. 

4 Locally a-minimal case 

Our main contribution is the solution of Open problem 1.2 when the structure is 

definably complete uniformly locally o-minimal of the second kind and the definable 

set is of dimension one. As we assumed that arbitrary two closed bounded intervals 

are definably homeomorphic in Theorem 3.1 and Proposition 3.2, we need a weak 

assumption on the existence of definable homeomorphism. This assumption is too 

technical, so we prefer a sufficient condition explained below. 

Definition 4.1. An expansion M = (M, 6) of a densely linearly ordered abelian 

group has definable bounded multiplication compatible to + if there exist an element 
1 E M and a map ・ : M x M →M such that 
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(1) the tuple (M, <, 0, 1, +,•)is an ordered field; 

(2) for any bounded open interval, the restriction ・l1xI of the product ・ to Ix I is 

definable in M. 

We simply say that M has definable bounded multiplication when the addition in 

consideration is clear from the context. The condition (2) does not imply that the 

product • : M x M →M itself is definable. The ordered field (M, <, 0, 1, +, •) is an 

ordered real closed field by [11, Proposition 3.3]. 

We are now ready to introduce our main result. 

Theorem 4.2. Consider a definably complete uniformly locally a-minimal expansion 

M = (M, 6) of the second kind of an ordered group having definable bounded multi-

plication. Let X be a definable bounded subset of Mn of dimension one. Let T be a 

definable topology on X which is Hausdorff and regular. 

The following are equivalent: 

(1) The definable topological space (X, T) is definably homeomorphic to a definable 

subset of Mk with its affine topology for some k. 

(2) There is a definable T-closed and T-discrete subset G of X at most of dimension 

zero satisfying the following conditions: 

(i) The restriction of T to X ¥ G coincides with the affine topology on X ¥ G; 

(ii) There exists a positive integer K such that, for any x E G and a definable 

T-open neighborhood U of x, we can find a definable T-open neighborhood V 

of x contained in U such that V¥ { x} has at most K Taf_definably connected 

components. 

See [10] for the complete proof. We only give a sketch of the strategy of the proof 

here. The implication (1)⇒(2) is easier to be proven than the converse implication. 

The strategy of the proof of (2)⇒(1) is as follows: The set of'bad points'is defined 

as the union of G and the frontier of X. It is discrete and closed under the affine 

topology. We demonstrate that there are only finitely many curves such that X is 

the union of the subfamily of a shifted curves at any point of bad points using the 

local definable cell decomposition theorem [10, Lemma 2.3]. We explicitly construct 

a definable homeomorphism announced in (1) with the aid of this fact. 
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